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[image: ]February 12, 2024VSG launches a new pit lift model of the Blitz Series for Rotary brand
 The Blitz Series is one of the cornerstones of heavy duty engineering by Rotary with a capacity of…
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July 25, 2023SPMA42-X & SPM42-XL
 The new 2-post-lifts SPMA42-X & SPM42-XL add two powerful models to the Tomorrow Series, which are also suitable…
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February 6, 2023Tablet-driven 3D wheel alignment
 Rotary’s AllOnWall Series ROT3D2.0WALL 3D wheel aligners combine precise technology and optimal ease of use in a space-saving…
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January 4, 2023A new music resonates in the Rotary house
 The Tune Series – The Sound of Quality – is Rotary’s new offering for car, motorbike and bodywork…
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October 26, 2022Rotary at EQUIP AUTO
 Great success for Rotary at the 2022 edition of EQUIP AUTO, the EMEA market reference event for aftersales…
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October 10, 2022Automechanika 2022
 A great and successful Automechanika 2022 lies behind us and we would like to express our sincere thanks…
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Member of Vehicle Service Group (VSG), Rotary has been providing car lifting solutions with innovative features since 1925.
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Vehicle Service Group, BlitzRotary GmbH, Hüfinger Straße 55, 78199 Bräunlingen, Germany
 📞 +49.771.9233.0, 📠 +49.771.9233.99, ✉ info.emea@rotarysolutions.com
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